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INTRODUCTION & SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
This Reconnaissance Soil & Site Evaluation was performed on a portion of a tract located on 
the west side of Hawkins Road, Orange County, NC (PIN: 9879705828).  The Catena Group, 
Inc. (Catena) was retained to identify an area suitable for placement of an initial and repair 
subsurface septic system for a single family residence.  The property was evaluated in 
accordance with Orange County and North Carolina statutes for waste disposal (“Orange 
County Regulations for Wastewater Treatment and Disposal Systems”, effective February 26, 
2009 and “Laws and Rules for Sewage Treatment and Disposal Systems”, amended June 
2011). 
 
SITE DESCRIPTION AND INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY  
 
The study area is comprised of pasture.  Soil borings were advanced with a hand-auger and 
soil color was determined with a Munsell Soil Color Chart.  Observations of the landscape 
(slope, drainage patterns, etc.) as well as soil properties (depth, texture, structure, soil 
wetness, restrictive horizons, etc.) were recorded.  Each soil boring was located in the field 
using a hand-held GPS unit with sub-meter accuracy and marked with red/white striped 
flagging.   
 
FINDINGS 
 
The field survey was conducted on November 4, 2014, by John C. Roberts, LSS.  Five (5) 
soil borings were advanced, logged, and their locations noted on Figure 1.  Detailed soil 
boring descriptions are attached.  Soil borings 1-5 were rated as Provisionally Suitable for 
Conventional Systems.  Surfaces typically exhibited a firm or friable, loam, clay loam or clay 
texture with moderate, medium, granular structure ranging in depth from 3 to 11 inches.  
Subsurface horizons exhibited a firm clay texture with weak to moderate, medium, 
subangular blocky structure to greater than 36 inches.  A long term acceptance rate 0.3 
gal/day/sqft should be expected for these soil borings.   
 
DISCUSSION 
 
An area of Provisionally Suitable Soils for Conventional Systems was identified within the 
study area and overlies an approximately 35,400 sqft.  This area will support Conventional 
systems utilizing gravel, or “Accepted Systems” drainline.  It is estimated that 10,000 sqft of 
soil rated as Provisionally Suitable for Conventional Systems will be needed to support an 
initial system and repair area for a four bedroom home utilizing gravel drainlines.  A 25% 
reduction in the above estimated septic system area can be achieved by utilizing “Accepted 
systems” drainline when satisfactory soil and site characteristics are present.   
  
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The findings presented herein represent Catena’s professional opinion based on our 
Reconnaissance Soil and Site Evaluation and knowledge of the current laws and regulations 
governing on-site wastewater systems in North Carolina statutes.  An area rated as 
Provisionally Suitable Soils for Conventional Systems was observed within the study area 
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and covers approximately 34,500 sqft.  Based on the current soil characteristics, it appears 
10,000 sqft of usable soil will support an initial system and repair area for a four-bedroom 
home. 
 
Soils naturally change across a landscape and contain many inclusions.  As such, attempts to 
quantify them are not always precise and exact.  Due to this inherent variability of soils and 
the subjectivity when determining limiting factors, there is no guarantee that a regulating 
authority will agree with the findings of this report.  This report does not guarantee or 
represent approval or issuance of an Improvement Permit, which can only be authorized by 
the Orange County Health Department.  
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